Dr. Parrish,

I am writing to sing the praises of a wonderful new dance class at The University of North Carolina at Greensboro. It was an amazing adventure for my daughter and for me! My daughter has attended other commercial dance classes but none could measure up to Dancers Connect. I searched for a creative movement dance class when my daughter was younger and could never find one. I remember my own dancing, learning how to express my own ideas while learning important dance techniques in creative movement class when I was younger. It was a love of the arts, fostered in that dance class, that has stayed with me. I wanted my daughter to have that experience as well and with Dancers Connect I found it! In the class she created her own dances, recorded her thoughts and ideas journal and created movement that were original. She worked with partners and small groups to create many dances together. The brilliant teachers and UNCG student assistants taught my daughter the joy of dance. I highly recommend this awesome program that reaches out to all children and teaches them to truly DANCE!

Sincerely,

Caroline Carpenter